





Baseline & measure
supplier sustainability

Set a roadmap of
improvement targets

Prove progress with
robust reporting
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Supplier Sustainability
Management
Baseline & improve supplier sustainability
with programmes aligned to your goals
Enterprise organisations are facing pressure from all stakeholders
to meet sustainability targets. With most of their impact sitting in
the supply chain, working closely with suppliers has become an
imperative in order to meet looming deadlines.
But baselining and measuring supplier sustainability is notoriously
difficult, and influencing external stakeholders in the supply chain
is harder still, obstructing attempts to make concrete progress.
Vizibl Supplier Sustainability Management, a key component of our
Supplier Collaboration & Innovation solution, is designed to
overcome these common barriers to improved supplier
sustainability, providing the tools to create supplier sustainability
programmes, measure & baseline performance, set goals & chart a
roadmap of targets, and prove sustainability progress over time.
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Features


Instantly access sets of normalised & aggregated data at an individual supplier level
or across a set of suppliers from common disclosure frameworks like CDP & SBTi.



Create supplier sustainability programmes incorporating these frameworks, and set
a roadmap of improvement targets towards a measurable programme goal.



Establish custom frameworks for supplier sustainability and collect supplier data
that's not yet covered by existing disclosure frameworks or systems.



Integrate sustainability management with the rest of the Vizibl platform, allowing
you to attach projects, initiatives, and innovation opportunities to your programmes.



Create widgets & reports to gain visibility of performance at the individual supplier
level, by framework, across a portfolio of suppliers, or for your entire programme.

Benefits


Gain increased visibility over supplier sustainability performance according to a
variety of globally-recognised and custom frameworks, centralised in one location.



Save time manipulating and normalising extensive datasets from common disclosure
system providers like CDP and SBTi thanks to out-of-the-box ratings in Vizibl.



Overcome slow updates to retrospective sustainability data by setting a roadmap of
incremental targets plotting your course towards your established programme goal.



Measure, align, collaborate, and innovate all from one platform, and track suppliers'
operational performance, innovation, and sustainability credentials side by side.



Gain actionable insights from robust reporting functionality, enabling you to
identify areas for improvement & prove your progress towards sustainability goals.
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About Vizibl
At Vizibl, we put collaboration, innovation, and sustainability at the heart of
supplier relationships.
Our best-in-class digital platform enables enterprise organisations and their
suppliers to manage every aspect of their relationship more effectively.
Whether it's discovering new revenue streams, developing innovative products
and solutions, or taking joint action towards your sustainability targets, Vizibl
helps to align your suppliers with your business goals to deliver mutual value.
Trusted by giants in pharmaceuticals, oil & gas, FMCG & communications, the
Vizibl platform connects buyers and businesses with their suppliers, on every
continent across the world.
Connect your extended ecosystem all in one collaborative platform, all Vizibl.

Speak with Vizibl today and learn how we can help
you leverage Supplier Collaboration and Innovation
to meet your business goals.
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